
RUSSIA AND THE SOVIET UNION

Survey

● OVERVIEW OF BOLSHEVIK IDEOLOGY

The Key ideological principle for this unit is MARXISM
- Karl Marx was a German philosopher and economist who is known for his works on historical

progress through an economic lens;

- Marx outlined what he saw as the process of all history - societies moving through five
distinct stages of economic systems, eventually reaching the perfect state of communism

“the history of all hitherto existing society is the history of class struggle”
- Karl Marx
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Politburo:
- by Lenin’s death Stalin held a comfortable position in the five-man Politburo
- this proves his stance and power in the government
- however he was considered ‘least likely’ of the five to take Lenin’s place as he was the least

well-known and seemed content with working within the bureaucratic structure

Commissar of Nationalities:
- Lenin appointed Stalin in 1919
- gave Stalin a vast knowledge of the many tenets of the Russian public, and how to gain their

favour

Inspectorate:
- 1919 also saw Stalin appointed to the Inspectorate position, overseeing the efficient function

of all the workings of the government

General Secretary:
- 1922
- most important appointment, oversight of all the overlapping bodies of government

Stalin’s slow amassing of power under the radar would develop to allow him to emerge as the most
powerful figure governmentally following Lenin’s death;

- his quiet but deadly approach earned him the nickname ‘The Grey Blur’
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Education:

GOAL = youth would question bourgeois values and engage in revolutionary fervour
- destroy capitalistic ideals and encourage the next generation to fight for their beliefs

(which were indoctrinated in them) in the spirit of Bolshevik revolutionary doctrine

Changes to the USSR education system:

Culling of Teachers - teachers were required to adhere to Bolshevik educational
plans or face punishment and job loss

STEM Focus - in line with the Five Year Plans, curriculums were adjusted
to raise a generation of scientists and engineers who could
continue Russia’s industrialisation

Revisionist History - the USSR employed revisionist history to play up the glory of
Stalin and Lenin and remove Trotsky entirely

Political Security - humanities subjects and political theory were almost
entirely avoided to ensure obedience

Soviet Youth Movements:

The KOMSOMOL - USSR Youth Organisation

Obligatory - membership was not required but failure to join was seen as being
anti-communist and anti-nationalist

Activism - Komsomol members were activists by nature
- the values indoctrinated into them were acted upon
- involved in the grain procuring process during the collectivisation

program
- took part in anti-religion campaigns

Martyrdom - believed they were sacrificing their lives for the good of the USSR
by exposing those within the country who did not live up to Stalin’s
standards

- some even reported their parents
- despised by much of the nation’s public
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1936-38 The facist powers  made several
significant gains. Hitler marched
into the rhineland (1936), annexed
Austria (1938) and was given the
Czech Sudetenland region at the
Munich conference by Britain and
France. Mussolini had been allowed
to invade and take over by Abyssinia
(1935). Britain and France pursued
non-intervention in the Spanish
Civil War.

To Stalin, Britain and France's appeasement of
hitler seemed to be a policy of pushing Germany
eastwards to confront the Soviet Union. The
failure of collective security also made Stalin feel
very nervous about his country’s security.

1939 In march, hitler invaded the rest of
Czechoslovakia. Britain gave Poland
a guarantee to defend it if it was
attacked by Germany. Throughout
the year, Stalin sought to establish
defence links with the west to no
avail. Therefore, the non-aggression
pact with Nazi Germany was
signed.

Britain's reluctance to enter firm arrangements
with the soviet union convinced Stalin that the
west was still bent on pushing the nazis to
confront the communists. Stalin responded to
the west  by entering into a non-aggression pact
wight nazi germany to reduce the likelihood of
conflict wigth Germany in the short term.

1932-41 The soviet union established links
with the nationalist regime in china.
Following japan's attack on china in
1937, soviet advisors were sent to
help the nationalist chinese forces
that were now fighting alongside
chinese communist forces.
Soviet-japanese clashes along their
common border between 1937 and
1939 resulted in major jap setbacks.
As a result, japanese expansion was
now directed southwards. The
soviet japanese neutrality pact was
signed in april 1941

Stalin was willing to help the chinese
nationalists even though they had massacred
chinese communists in 1927. Russian security
again prevailed over international communism.
The Soviet-Japanese neutrality pact ended
clashes with Japan.
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